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Gore-Schiff
rallies on
campus today

Sheep demo educates people on by-products
By Anthony Saucier
For The Maine Campus

By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
As the presidential race winds
quickly toward an early November
ballot, both parties' candidates are
stepping up their efforts with
heavy campaigning across the battleground states.
Maine, formerly written off as
a Democratic stronghold, has
recently been thrown in the midst
of this category with each candidate claiming the three electoral
votes.
Two weeks ago, Texas Gov.
George W. Bush and Arizona Sen.
John McCain met Republican supporters at Bangor International
Airport.
This week, the presidential Al
Gore—Joe Lieberman ticket pulls Bob Hicks, the president of Central Maine Sheep Breeders Association, has his sheep judged by
See GORE on page 4

With all the sports events,
reunions and craft fairs of this
chilly Homecoming weekend, the
campus was buzzing. If you listened hard enough, the campus
was "baa-ing," too.
In the northeastern corner of
the campus activities, members of
Maine Sheep
the Central
Breeding Association gathered at
the Witter Teaching and Research
Farm for their annual Meet the
Breeds Sheep Demonstration.
In its third year, the event was
sponsored by the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension
program to educate the public on
the by-products of sheep and the
different types of sheep raised at
the Witter Farm and throughout
Maine.
A fair amount of the day's activities focused on demonstrations of

n at Witter Farm.
Piper Andrews as part of the Meet the Breeds competition Saturday afternoo
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

See SHEEP on page 4

Question 4 supports tax break Professor: U.S. cracked Japan's military
peace and social justice vision is Building Thursday.
for Maine fishing industry
By Joe Gunn
John Dower, a historian on
difference,
Campus Politics Reporter

some Maine newspapers. And
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Asserting that the truth of the

that we can all make a
a visiting professor lectured in the
Donald P. Corbett Business

faculty at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, reviewed
his latest award-winning book
"Embracing Defeat: Japan in the
Wake of World War 11" as part of
B.
Howard
annual
the
Social
Schonberger Peace and
Justice Memorial Lecture.
Besides receiving this year's
Pulitzer Prize in Letters for
General Nonfiction,"Defeat" was
the recipient of the 2000 Bancroft
Prize and the 1999 Los Angeles
Times Book Prize in History.
Dower, who presented the first
Schonberger lecture in 1992, was
both a close friend and colleague
of Schonberger up until his unexpected death in 1991.
While reviewing his book,
Dower credited Schonberger's
research in the field of post-war
Japan.
"Unlike some other historians,
we were always sharing our information, sharing our findings with
each other," Dower said.
meeting
described
He
in the
ton
Schonberger in Washing
mid-1960s while Schonberger
was doing research on Japan at
the national archives.
While Dower spent much of
his time later in Japan researching
for the various hooks and articles
he eventually published, sharing
information with Schonberger
served to cement a life-long
friendship.
"I wish Howard could be here

y night
John Dower, a visiting professor from MIT, lectured Thursda
CAMPUS PHOTO BY
in DPC about the defeat of post-WWII Japan.
ANNE MALCOLM.
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LEGAL Affairs
BY TED CURTIS
By Jennifer O'Leary
Legal Services Columnist
Q. I was rear-ended by an
automobile, which caused me to
rear-end the car in front of me.
We all decided not to exchange
insurance information and left
the scene of the accident. Later I
was contacted by the driver of the
car I had rear-ended and the local
police. What is my potential liability to the driver of the automobile I rear-ended and what do you
suggest I do from here?
A. First, you should contact
the appropriate police department and complete a 48-Hour
Report. This will meet an obligation under Maine law. You
should be willing to provide all

the information you possess to the
best of your ability.
In addition, you should contact
your insurance company immediately. Your insurance agent will
begin an investigation on what
occurred on the date of the collision. Finally, your insurance company will contact you with the
appropriate steps necessary to terminate the issue of liability.
You should never leave the
scene of an accident without notifying the police. I must emphasize the importance of contacting
the appropriate law enforcement
personnel when involved in an
automobile accident.
It is also imperative to obtain
the appropriate information from
each driver involved in the acci-

dent, even if the damage seems
insignificant. This will aid in concluding the matter in the future.
Finally, it is important for anyone involved to contact their own
insurance company to allow them
the opportunity to resolve any liability issues. Also, please note
that the police station provides
48-Hour Reports, so each driver
must complete and return these
forms to the agency involved.
Our office is willing and able
to aid you in completing the necessary paperwork.
Q. I have been charged with a
criminal offense, and I am no
longer a minor. However, I am
too embarrassed to contact an
attorney directly, since this is my

first criminal offense. Could I
have my father call your office to
discuss the details of my case?
A. Being charged with a criminal offense may be embarrassing
or stressful; however, it is imperative that you contact an attorney
directly. Although your father may
be helpful and know some of the
details of your situation, you are
the person involved. Under the
Maine Code of Ethics the attorneyclient privilege only extends
between the actual client and his or
her attorney. My suggestion would
be to visit Student Legal Services
or an outside attorney's office
yourself. This will avoid potential
conflict and ethical problems that
may arise. Remember, only you
can decide to help yourself.

Director encourages students to participate in events
By Betsy Hatch
For The Maine Campus

Joe Mollo,the director of campus activities and events,
at the university. CNVPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALOOLM.
Third Annual

Folk Traditions
Festival
Celebrating the
traditonal music of
Maine and the Mari time Provinces.
Featuring: Gordon
Bok,Jamie
Iluntsberger, Tony
Bok, Will Brown,
Carol Rohl,David
Dodson, Cindy Kallet,
Ken Gross, Forrest
Sherman, Jeff
McKeen, Carter
Newell, Doug Protsik
and Joe Bennett.

Joe Mollo has joined the
Center for Students and
Community Life as director of campus activities and
events. In need of a change
and in hope of a bigger
challenge, Mollo came to
the University of Maine
from Ferrum College in
Virginia.
Although Mollo has only
been in his new position for
a little over a week, he said
he likes what he's seen.
"The University of
Maine is headed in some
neat directions," Mollo said.
"The staff here is pro-student
and they want to offer programs the students want.
They're being very responsive to who they serve."
Mollo's job responsibilities include planning
student events, which
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Saturday Workshops Jeff's Catering, Exit 5 1-395,
Brewer, ME
3-5 p.m.
Songmaking(Bok, McKeen)
Maine fiddle tunes(Old Grey Goose)
Beginning Irish Dance(Bangor Dancers)
Saturday Evening - Jeff's Catering
6 p.m.Hurvest Supper
7-8 Joe Bennett, McKeen & Quinn
8-8:45 Gordon Bok
9-9:45 The January Men (and then some)
10-12 Contra Dance with Old Grey Goose.

entail anything from speakers to social recreational programming.
One of his goals for UMaine
is to "build bigger weekends."
He would like to see weekend
activities planned where students will have the opportunity
to take part in a valuable experience and meet new people.
Campus activities and
events play a major role in
the college experience, he
said. Students can be
involved in the planning of
an event where they can
learn skills from publicizing to negotiating contracts.
Other students may choose
to attend the event and, in
that case, get an eye-opener
to what's out there. It can
also be a stress reliever for
some.
"Students can go into an
activity, lose themselves in it
and relax," he said.
Mollo said he believes stu-

Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
third floor of the Memorial Union
(581-1789). Office hours are
Monday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Wednesday and Thursday 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Legal questions may be
presented to the Legal Services
office, conveyed to us by interoffice mail, or sent to Theodore
Curtis or Jennifer OLeary on
FirstClass. Copyright Jennifer
O'Leary 2000.

Cobb awarded Middle
Level Education Award

Robert Cobb, dean of the
dents need to take full advan- College of Education and
tage of what is being offered. Human Development, received
Students need to check out all
the Friends of Middle Level
capacities of the university
Education Award.
and find their niche.
The award is given to honor
"It's so easy to be a com- exemplary educators. Cobb was
presented the award at the
muter student, come to class
and go home," he said. Maine Association for Middle
"Students need ' 'get Level EduCation's annual conference•held Oct. 19-20.
involved."
'kecOgnized as one who
The event's and activities
has helped promote quality
Mollo plans on executing
will meet the interests of middle-level education in
Maine in ways other than
students, expand horizons
service,
school
and develop life skills such
public
Jill
President
MAMLE
as communication, planSpencer presented Cobb with
ning and confidence.
The office of campus the award.
MAMLE is the professional
activities and events is in
the process of creating a 'association of teachers, administrators and parents who have
new programming board
comprised of students who joined together to support the
development of quality prowill plan events. Students
grams. These programs serve
who would like to be part
of this board should con- the needs of young adolescents
while promoting a better undertact Lauri Sidelko, assisvia
standing of middle grade edudirector,
tant
cation in Maine.
FirstClass.

management test
cemins nominated for award Nutrient

State of the Vote site launched

University of Maine physics
and astronomy professor Neil
Comins has been nominated for
the 2000 Alpha Phi International
Professor of the Year Award.
The Delta Mu chapter of the
Alpha Phi International Sorority
awarded Comins with the campus
level award and nominated him to
the international level.
The award was created three
years ago as a way to recognize
outstanding educators in higher
education.

In hopes of reaching younger
voters, the National Association
of Secretaries of States launched a
new Web site. With a focus on
the upcoming presidential election, the site, www.stateofthevote.org, is an initiative to
drive voters between the ages of
18 to 24 to the polls.
According the 1998 New
Millennium Project, sponsored by
NASS, the targeted age group is
the "most disenfranchised and
disillusioned members of the
electorate."
The site offers user friendly
options such as "Who? What?
Where? How? and Why?" headings to guide visitors to important
information. The site also provides facts concerning prior elections and historical facts.
Visitors can also take the State
of the Vote Challenge, which tests
voting knowledge. Answers will
be posted on Election Day.

to be held Wednesday

Support
The College Fund.
Call I-800-332-UNCF.

Maine Folklife Center
Maine
5773 South Stevens Hall University of Maine Orono,
u
.folklife@maine.ed
581.-1891
207
.04469-5773
www.umaine.edu/folklife/

This week is an appropriate
time to remind everyone that it is a
criminal offense to enter a cemetery or burial ground at any time
between one-half hour after sunset
and one-half hour before sunrise.
Have a safe Halloween!

1^!1

'The College Fut4/U14CF
A iellid IN a writ Mae ID paw.

BANGOR — A training session for anyone interested in taking Maine's nutrient management
certification test will be offered
through the Unversity of Maine's
Cooperative Extension.
The one-day session is for both
the private and commercial category of certification and will be
held Nov. 1 at the Penobscot
County Extension office on 307
Maine Ave. in Bangor. The sessions run from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Registration is required and can be
done by calling (800)287-1426.
The training will cover all the
necessary competencies for successful completion of the test.
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College Democrats to help
with voter registration

Snow fall

Nicole Poliquin. "We want to
motivate people on this campus
and elsewhere to get motivated
With just over a week until about, not only the issues that
Election Day, the youngest vot- effect them, but those that
ing block of Americans will help effect us all."
Harris said membership in the
choose a new president who will
has fluctuated between
group
lead the beginning of the 21st
years, with the peak
election
century.
and off-years in
1996
in
year
Participating in the venture
1999.
and
1989
will be the University of Maine
"If you put us together, we
College Democrats.
average out Iasi solid
all
College Democrats have been
ts, perhaps leaning a
Democra
volunteering for local and state
the
left in the traditionto
little
campaigns on behalf of such cantic way," Harris
al
Democra
didates as Mark Lawrence, the
trick-or- president of the Maine state said, adding that some lean
This weekends snowfall and frigid tempertures could herald a bone-chilling Halloween for
Senate, who is currently challeng- toward the Green Party on envtreaters Tuesday evening. CAMPUS PHOTO BU SCOTT SHELTON.
ing Olympia Snowe for the U.S. iornmental issues.
Issues such as the environSenate seat.
The group has also been able to ment and access and improveattract and act as host for such ment of higher education are
prominent Democrats as Lawrence often at the forefront of the
Joe Andrew, chairman of the group's meetings.
By Julia Hall
eling all over the country and a different group at a different and
In regard to the so-called
ic national committee.
Democrat
For The Maine Campus
oversees. Because of costs, location. Each site leader has a
In local races, the group has "New Democrats," a growing
UMaine usually chooses sites that different faculty adviser who they
supportive of state conservative movement within
been
choose themselves.
If you're a fan of MTV's The are within the country.
and the party that would include
candidate
The ASB experience requires a Legislature
One of the sites last year was
Real World, the University of
as vice presideneffort. Not only do UMaine student Jon Thomas, by such members
Maine has a program that may be in Columbus, Ohio. Students lot of time and
"dorm storming" — presenting tial candidate Joe Lieberman,
worked at the Rosemont Center, the volunteers work with sick
perfect for you.
information about him throughout Harris explained it as an exam"You're thrown in with people which is a placement housing for children, but they spend most of
ple of the two parties becoming
the year fund-raising and trying to the resident halls.
that you don't know and you have troubled teen-agers.
blurred in their attempt to
their
of
part
Another large
This year they plan to go to recruit members. Every volunteer
to make a project work," said
voters.
attract
s
includes
but the rest of the on-campus activitie
Erin Vandeveer, the new coordi- Detroit to work at an all-boy's must pay $75,
have the Republican
"You
said
Harris
ion.
are raised in different voter registrat
nator of the LET'S Volunteer school for those who have been expenses
on talking about
conventi
national
d
presente
also
has
group
the
to
Alternative Spring Break pro- involved with violence. The ways — from selling mugs
voter registration cards through- education and social justice, and
school was started by a mother helping out at the Homecoming
gram.
those are traditionally Democratic
a spring out-the halls. He estimates that a
ASB began here four years who lost her son to gun violence. craft fair, to the "adopt
issues," he said.
(by paying stu- couple hundred students have
ago by Martha Eastman and has ASB also plans to go to breaker" program
He explained that, in a state
a postcard been able to register in that mangrown at UMaine ever since. For Washington, D.C., to work with dents $2, you receive
ner. To that end, the group is like Maine for instance, it would
from them during spring break).
many, spring break is nothing children living with AIDS.
to the be possible for a Democrat to be
"Spring break only lasts two also sending vans around
Vandeever said she believes
more than a time for carefree fun
liberal in terms of social issues yet
ve Spring resident halls on Election Day to
and parties, but for those who these sites are going to affect the weeks, but Alternati
polls at still be opposed to such measures
Break lasts a lifetime," Vandeever get students up to the
don't want to spend their two volunteers very deeply.
as gun-control.
Doris Twitchell Allen Village.
"This year's sites are involv- said.
weeks drinking margaritas in
Those interested in learning
issues,
the
about
care
"We
For information on the ASB
College
the
Cancun, ASB can provide some- ing a lot of illness with children,"
about
ss more
its FirstClass fold- and we get to people, regardle
view
program,
will
reflection
think
"I
said.
she
contact
can
thing else.
get Democrats
stop by the Student of their [political stands], to
or
er
experiASB
the
in
role
827key
that
either
a
at
program
play
Harris
volunteer
her
It's a
Christopher Christop
Employment office on the second involved," said
locas.
FirstClas
different
ence."
on
to
or
sends students
with 5147
Harris, co-president
Vandeveer, a second-year soci- floor of Alumni Hall.
tions around the country to help
underprivileged children and ology major from Columbus,
adults, especially those who have Ohio, took over the job as coordibeen victims of disease or vio- nator this year. There are also four
site leaders: Michael Kelly, Sara
lence.
spans
Stetson, Danielle Mador and
ABS is a program that
trayKathleen Sprague, who each lead
nationwide with volunteers
By Joe Gunn
Campus Politics Reporter

Alternative spring program to benefit others

Margaritas ReStallTallt

It Works Wonders.

American
Heart
Association
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Maine Tattoo &
Body Piercing
We are a clean, sterile and sober environment with professional technicians
(artists).
25 North Main St., Brewer
989-2436
must be 18yrs. old w/photo I.D.
tongue piercing $40.00
all other piercings $35.00
shop min $40.00 on tattoos

CASH ONLY--NO CHECKS OR CREDIT

Monday Night is Hospitality Night — 40% Ri
offfood -it-141-4e lounge if you bring proof
or
'
that you work in the hospitality industry
the U.S. Military.
Tuesday Night we always have a $2
drink— What will it be this week?
Wednesday Night is College Night with 2 0"
Fill
for 1 entrees with your student I.D. and
select Margaritas for $3.50.
•
Thursday Night is Ladies Night in the
lounge with $4 Sauza Gold Margaritas and vg
40% off food for ladies in the lounge.
JOIN US FOR A FREAKY HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION!!! $
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Dower
so I could share all the latest
research in relation to [post-war
Japan]," Dower said. He dedicated his book to Schonberger,
inscribing that he "never lost sight
of the dream of peace and democracy."
Dower outlined his book as
being a study of the practical reinvention of the Japanese nation
while under American occupation
in the six-and-a-half years after
the end of the war in August 1945.
American idealism and arrogance were key in developing
Japan as the democratic and economic powerhouse it is today, he
said.
Dower explained that the

from page 1
Japanese people, at war with
China since 1932 and the United
States and her allies since 1941,
were victimized by a militaristic
government.
After loosing more than 3 million soldiers and civilians, as well
as witnessing the destruction of
Tokyo and 66 others of its cities
through allied bombing, Dower
said the Japanese people were
ready to shake off the "beast of
militarism" that had taken hold
there.
Dower described how, under
the occupation of more than a
quarter million American troops
under Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
who had been the supreme allied

Sheep
wool processing. Janie Jamison, a
volunteer at the exposition,
explained the intricacies of "carding" — detangling and straightening the wool (or fleece as it's also
called), with flat wooden paddles
covered in small metal hooks.
"After the sheep's been
sheared, you have to card the
wool to keep it all going in the
same direction," Jamison said. "It
still has hay and dirt in it when it
comes off the sheep.
"Once the wool has been carded the natural oil can be taken out
by boiling the fleece," she said.
The oil that rises to the top is
known as lanolin, the same ingredient in lip balms and lotions.
After carding and boiling, the
fleece is often spun into yarn by
separating a few fibers at a time
and sending them into a footcranked spinning wheel. The yarn
then winds onto a bobbin. Much
of the art of spinning lies in the
consistency of the yarn, as volTess
Bonnie and
unteers
McCready said Saturday.
"The bobbin will fill up faster

commander in the Pacific Ocean,
the occupiers answered to no one
and were thus eager to crack open
the Japanese system and flood it
with American ideas.
The result was that the
Japanese, long suffering under
military domination, were quick
to adapt such ideas as free labor,
open ownership of land, free
political parties and, at the time,
the complete abolishment of its
military.
Originally supportive of the
liberals in power, the Americans
eventually sided with the conservatives as a means of building an
anti-communist ally against
China, Dower said. To this day,
from page 1

if you make the yarn thicker, but
you want to keep it all the same
thickness," Tess McCreedy said
with a smile. "I've been spinning
for less than a year, but I'm getting better at that."
After the fleece becomes yarn,
it's knitted by hand or sent
through a weaving loom. The
resulting scarves, purses, sweaters
and the like are a common source
of interest, said Kathy Harmon of
Set In Stone Farms in Carmel.
"We sell yarn and a lot of knitted goods, and people are always
so fascinated," Harmon said.
"Handmade items just aren't a
common everyday sight anymore."
A close second in the "unusual" category could have been the
cuisine. Attendees sampled various stews and meatballs, all with a
common ingredient: lamb's meat.
In a second part of the exposition, members of the CMSBA
conducted a sheep show. The contest featured only farm flock
sheep, as opposed to sheep bred
specifically for showing.
Piper Andrews, who has tray-

eled around the country competing and judging sheep shows,
served as judge.
The judging focused on two
main categories, meat yield and
wool quality, for both the rams
(males) and ewes (females) competing. Breeds like Finn, Dorset,
Suffolk and Black Angus were all
flock
of
represented.
A
Rambouillett won the "Best Wool
Flock" for their consistency in
texture and thickness.
While a few contestants disliked being the center of attention
in a livestock arena, most handled
the situation with ease.
"Sheep are herding animals,"
said Donna Lamb, an educator for
Cooperative
the
UMaine
Extension in Dover-Foxcroft."As
long as there are other sheep
around, they'll usually stay calm."
The CMBSA's secretary and
organizer of the event, Wally
Sinclair, felt it went well altogether.
"The exposition is really the only
gathering the association has each
year," Sinclair said."We've got a lot
of members out here today."

the conservatives remain in
power, yet they are unable to
break the vast reforms that the liberals made under the occupation.
Dower reiterated the opinion
written in his book about the
reigning emperor at the time,
Hirohito, who was not tried for
war crimes along with other
wartime leaders.
He said MacArthur, who
wanted to build Japan as an ally of
the United States, needed
Hirohito to act as a sort of stabilizing force between his people
and the occupiers. The result was
that, up to Hirohito's death in
1989 and afterward, Japan was
never able to shake the stigma of

its past as a military nation run
amok, he said.
Dower expressed his amazement with the quick adoption of
the Japanese constitution in 1947,
which was based on models of not
just the United States but
republics throughout the world.
He especially noted the random
insertion into the document that
men and women are to be treated
equal under the law, a clause that
doesn't exist in U.S. law.
For those interested in reading
more about Dower's ideas concerning American influence in
post-war Japan, copies of
"Embracing Defeat" are available
in the University Bookstore.

Q4

from page 1

said.
Many fear the tax burden will
be shifted to those who are unable
to qualify for the tax exemption.
Etnier said there is a 50-50
chance this will happen.
"There is the possibility of
state reimbursement," Etnier said.
"A couple of years ago, the state
passed a bill to provide reimbursement for the tax lost to the
timberlands, woodlands, open
space lands, game management
and wildlife lands. It is based on
the whim of the Legislature's twoyear budget cycle."
The supporters feel that even if
the taxpayers have to make up for
this tax loss, it will still be cheaper in the long run.
Etnier said he fears jobs will be
lost and people would still need
pier access to continue the commercial fishing industry.
As more and more private
piers disappear, the state will have
to fund a public pier as has
occurred in other states, which

will cost taxpayers even more
money,and there would no longer
be taxes paid from the use of the
land, as you cannot tax the government, Etnier said.
Another costly result to tax
payers is "as residents replace the
privately owned fishing piers,
there are more services required
for the owners and their kids for
the schools, fire department,
police department and medical
services,"' 8tnier said. "And
according to studies I have read,
the cost of this amendment does
not offset the cost of adding kids."
If the amendment passes, the
details will be worked out in
January through a compromise
between the Legislature, the
Maine Municipal Association, the
assessors and the Maine State
Taxation Department.
But what Etnier thinks the big
question should be is: "Why not
commercial fishing? Fishermen
need access to water like the lumberjack needs the trees."

Gore

from page 1

into town with a series of local
rallies and roundtable discussions.
Karenna Gore-Schiff, daughter
of Gore, will begin campaigning
with stops in downtown Bangor
this morning and a speech and
rally on campus at Wells
Conference Center at 2 p.m.
Admission is extended to all
University of Maine students and
staff.
Sen. Joe Lieberman is sched:

uled to arrive in Maine this week
as well. He will host an open
forum discussion at 9 p.m.
Tuesday in the Bangor Opera
house.
The visits come as part of election week blitz, with Gore trying to
narrow the gap Bush created in the
wake of the final two debates. Gore
currently trails Bush by a margin of
7 percent in the most recent CNNUSA-Today Gallup poll.

Just a quick trip to the market.

g it drive you to the grave.
Spuosored by The Maine Casupus Newspaper

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law
• Personal Injury
• Criminal Defense
Tel. (207) 941-2395
P.O. Box 1957
Fax.(207) 941-9608
Bangor, ME 04402
mainelawyer@hotmail:corn
•
•
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SCfl
Oil Ev

are Free and Open to the Public Unless Otherwise N
12:00 pm

FRIDAY OCTOBER 27
'`Turkey: Archaeology at the Crossroads of East
and West"
Lecture by Howard Wellman, Objects Conservator
at Jefferson Patterson Park and Museum.
Bodwell Lounge, MCA

3:30pm

11410g
AAUW
12:30 pm

Din de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) Celebration
and Altar
A Mexican tradition commemorating life. Lecture,
poetry reading, pan de muertos, refreshments.
Hudson Museum

1:30 pm

"Mysteries: Both Sides of the Border"
Linda Hall of Fredericton, NB and Kathy Lynn
Emerson of Wilton, ME, two outstanding women
mystery writers will discuss their work.
Bodwell Lounge, MCA

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
10:00 mu — 12:00 pm
1
101

"Day of the Dead"
- Part of
Hudson Museum Just for Kids program.
'Preregistration required, 581-1901.
Bodwell Lounge, MCA

AAUW

MONDAY, OCTOBER 30
11:45 am — 12:30 pm
kt,:105p

Japanese Tea Ceremony
Come observe and learn about a traditional Japanese
Lown Room, Memorial Union
Tea Ceremony

3:00 pm — 5:30 pm

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
9:oo am — 4:00 pm Ustamdan Ogrendim,"I Learned from My Master"
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish Occupations
Hudson Museum
12:00 pm — 1:30 pm

Canadian Studies Distinguished Lecturer
Mary C. Clancy, Canadian Consul General to New
England
"Good Fences Make Good Neighbors: Canada-U.S.
Bodwell Lounge
Relations in the Northeast"

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
d from My Master"
9:oo am — 4:00 pm Ustamdan Ogrendim,"I Learne
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish
Occupations

11:00 am — 3:00 pm

12:00 pm — 1:15 pm

7:30 pm
Ti-( SCHOOL OF
KszroRmiNG ARTS

7:00 pm — 9:00 pm
TS'

444,

stilrxDt,

Series
Alice R. Stewart Canadian Studies Lecture
in
Arrival
an
-Cultural Boundaries Before Europe
Northeastern North America"
Boundaries Before
Pam Dickinson — "Living with Ice
10,000 Years Ago"
River Highways,
Brian Robinson — "Ritual Continuity,
America,
and Boundaries in Northeastern North
8,500-3,500 B.P."
Comparisons
Michael Sockalexis - "Compositional
rough Site
of Canadian Shield Petroglyphs at Peterbo
the
with those at the Embden Site in Maine within
"
Context
l
Cultura
an
Boundaries of the Algonki
provided
.. . .Bodwell Lounge, MCA,brown bag lunch
Women Composers' Recital
Music by women composers from Germany,
Poland and the U.S. Performances will be by
faculty members from the School of
Minsky Hall
Performing Arts.
Filnt: Strawberry & Chocolate
that develops
A social comedy about a deep friendship
political
in contemporary Cuba between a straight
Discussion
artist.
science student and a repressed gay
DP Corbett 100
to follow.

Canada-In-The-Classroom K-I2 Afterschool
Workshop
Teaching Canadian Geography. Featured presenter:
Linda Caron,"From Where We Caine: An Acadian's
Journey from France to New France." CEUs,
Bodwell Lounge
Handouts, Refreshments

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3

Ustamdan Ogrendim,"I Learned from My Master"
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish Occupations
Hudson Museum

9:00 am — 4:00 pm

4P4-

Bringing the World to the Classroom:
nce
Five faculty with significant international experie
their
of
discuss how they globalize the content
Groce,
courses: Doug Allen, Sandy Caron, Susan
Shibles 202
Jay Hanes, Stuart Marrs

3:30 pm

Art Exhibit Opening and Reception
Quebec Artist Benoit Simard

12:00 prim — 1:30 pm

Hudson Museum

Study Abroad Fair
Visit the Study Abroad Fair to learn more about
world.
UMaine study abroad programs throughout the
North Lown Room

Maritime Luncheon
$10.00. RSVP to 866-4503 ....Bodwell Lounge, MCA

110

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4
10:00 am — 4:00 pm
.,

Culturefest 2000
and
Featuring Food, Cultural Exhibits, Talent Show
House
Field
Gym
al
Memori
Style Show

11:00 am —4:00 pm

My Master"
Ustamdan Ogrendint,"I Learned from
Occupations
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish
Hudson Museum

8:00 pm

National
"Performance by the Veriovka Ukrainian
Song and Dance Ensemble
ance
Part of the Maine Center for the Arts perform
MCA
season. For tickets call 581-1755.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

1,1),

My Master"
Ustamdan Ogrendim,"I Learned from
Occupations
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish
Hudson Museum

the Library) will offer international
The University Club (Lynch Room in
soups and salads 10/30-11/3.
ms
4215) 01P = Office of International Progra

Sponsored by:

4

00 CAC = Canadian American Center
1111/ HUD = Hudson Museum

11,)

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2
9:00 am — 4:00 pm
tlrlI
10:00 tun
AAUW

Ustamdan Ogrendim,"I Learned from My Master"
An exhibit of Traditional Turkish Occupations
Hudson Museum

"The Nine Sacred Herbs of Medieval Tunes"
Page Farm & Home Museum
Lydia Mussulman

MCA Lobby

444
tt,9.66V

MCA = Maine Center for the Arts
CSCL = Center for Students and Community

AAUW = American Association of University

Life

Women
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EDITORIAL
The democratic responsibility
As November 7 approaches and the closest presidential election since the late sixties nears its climax, many citizens are finalizing their opinions of the candidates and
deciding whom to vote for. Living in the age of the Internet and standardized cable,
it's easier than ever for the average voter to familiarize themselves with the electoral
process and the presidential hopefuls. For nearly a year before election day, the media
is saturated with news of the oncoming contest and individual campaign propaganda.
The public conciousness is bombarded with a ceaseless deluge of mudslinging, muckraking, spin-doctoring and sound bites of candidates reciting professionally penned
speeches that make bold promises and use trendy, over-used buzz words to massage
the minds of the masses and rally the support of the great electoral majority.
The downfall and odd dichotomy of this increased informational availability is
the ease with which one may become misdirected. Media coverage of the race to
the oval office is more abundant than almost any other domestic news event and
understandably so. American voters, as a general body, like to consider themselves
and their decisions well informed. The ubiquitous exposure of the American public to mass media makes it easy to believe that we know the facts of the matter.
For years now, media sources like MTV and Rolling Stone have been appealing
to the young, socially and politically aware core of their respective demographics
to become active in the democratic process and take advantage of their right to vote.
This is no longer adequate.
As responsible voters, it behooves us to dig deeper into the available informational resources concerning the nation's highest office. We must look beyond campaign promises and platforms and attempt to find the truth that dwells at the heart
of each candidate's bid for the the presidency. As Americans, we are entrusted with
the right to elect the officials that represent our interests. More than any other one
person, the president embodies the United States to the rest of the world, making
the consequences of an ill-advised or altogether uninformed decision much more
grave.

Vote Yes on Question 4
Question number four on the November 7 ballot reads "Do you favor amending
the constitution of Maine to allow the Legislature to provide for the assessment of
land used for commercial fishing activities based on the current use of the property?"
An ocean view and water access are desirable commodities for homeowners and
this demand raises property taxes. A different assessment of working waterfront sites
would give the fishing industry a tax break Access to the ocean is crucial to fishermen who use waterfront sites for commercial piers, docks and boathouses.
Other properties in Maine, such as those used for recreation or enjoyment, game
management, wildlife sanctuaries, timber or farm land among others, are taxed
based on use.
The marine industries are a viable part of Maine's economy, both today and historically. Many waterfront sites have been utilised by fishermen long before Maine
became "vacationland." The value of these sites and their resulting tax rates should
not be dictated by their potential as desirable real-estate. Other natural resource
based industries in Maine are subject to use-based tax. The fishing industry deserves
this same guarantee of fair taxation. Vote "Yes" on Question four.
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose menibets are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly Leonard,
Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud, Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Jon Thomas
Everyday new signs
and placards appear on
the lawns and roadsides,
advertising both familiar
and unfamiliar names.
Sure you've heard of
Olympia, (she's only
been in the US Senate for
6 years) but does that
mean she's the best candidate for the welfare of
people like you and I?
You can't tell that from
her placard. That's why I
was driven to write this
letter, in hopes of
enlightening passers-by
of the blue signs with the
name
not-so-familiar
Thomas printed across
them in bold letters.
These signs belong to
district 123 candidate for
the Maine state House of
Jon
Representaties,
Thomas. This district
includes that wonderful
place we call home, the
University of Maine.
Electing Jon to this position insures that the cam-

you of the importance of
his window at unruly
just
getting out and vothours in the morning),
ing.
but he is also an active
student at the Univerity
Lea Patnode
of Maine.
Orono
As a UMaine student,
Jon's election to the
House would be an asset
to each and every one of
us. His youth would pro• Gore, not Nader
vide the compassion for
the issues we're most
I won't be voting for
concerned about, as can
Nader on Nov. 7. I
Ralph
be seen in his current
complacent about
be
can't
platform which highMaine and
throwing
lights the importance of
the
nation to
potentially
his
yet
education,
for the
Bush,
W.
George
UMaine status provides
face of
the
in
slap
sake
a
of
an asset that may help us,
In
fact,
usual.
politics
as
as students, a little more
poldoesn't
represent
Gore
directly. Should Jon win
to
itics
me.
usual
as
the election, that would
I've read his book,
that
another
mean
in the Balance. It is
Earth
University of Maine at
As an analyimpressive.
has
student
Orono
the
of
sis
environmental
achieved a position of
dignity and prosperity, crisis that is facing our
planet, it is dead on cenrelaying the message to
He wrote it himself.
ter.
business owners, firms,
No ghost-writer.
graduate schools and
The thought that we
other future employers of

pus itself will have a

the potential and capabilities of the University of

could have an American
president with such an

voice on the floor of the
Maine state House of
Representatives, not only
by an intelligent and
intuitive person, but also
by someone who knows
the needs and desires of
the student body.
Not only does he call
this district home (meaning he also had to deal
with construction outside

How
Maine student.
nice of Jon to do such a
wonderful thing for the
rest of us.
So, the next time you
drive by one of those
.flashy blue signs, you'll
be more aware of what's
behind it, and whether or
not it gives you the
incentive to vote for Jon,
I hope it at least reminds

understanding of environmental issues and
such a commitment to
addressing them is astonishing. The thought that
we could lose that
chance for a third party's
grab for five percent of
the vote is dismaying.
Sharon Tisher
Orono

friends
don't let friends
drive drunk

,„c1. rtmst of
,4'
EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the
free exchange of ideas among members of the university
community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600
words. Submissions should be e-mailed or typed, doublespaced and must include full name, address and phone
number. All submissions can be sent to the opininon editor at: Kris.Healey@umit.maine.edu. Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason.
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OPINION
Suicide is a preventable tragedy
It began as a rumor that
was going around campus.
However, later that day in
class I was told this was no
rumor. It was yet one more
reality that I, as a new college
student, seem to face more
and more nowadays; someone
on campus had commited suicide.
Imagine feeling so worthless that you would wish to be
taken from this earth. Imagine
feeling as though you have
nothing left of yourself to give
and even if you did you wouldn't want to. It is sad and unfortunate, yet still it happens. It
seems more personal and real
when it happens within your
surrounding area, let alone on
your campus. It starts to hit
home when it's a friend of a
friend or god forbid, someone
you knew well.
It is a sad thing indeed, yet
it is one of those situations in
life that happens and there
never seems to be anything
we can do about it. We can
advise friends to watch for the
signs, such as depression, and
to talk to someone if they see
a problem. We can tell people
if they feel like there's no way
out for them to call and get
help. The bottom line is that
it comes down to more than
receiving help or talking to
some counselor. It is so much

more than that, and that is precisely why it is such a delicate
topic that is so impossible to
make sense of.
Suicide can be looked at in
two different lights.. Some say
that it is a horrible act to corn-

mit and the most selfish thing a
person can do, leaving their
family and friends to wonder if
it was their fault by not being
there in some way. They place
blame upon themselves until
finally the idea is adopted that
all blame solely belongs to the
person who has committed the
act.
People who knew the person
are angry and question what
he/she could have been thinking when they made such a
decision. Of course it is normal
to see suicide in this light, but is
it really acceptable?
Though with the more
acceptable slant to suicide, you
have to think of the person.
The one who obviously felt as
though their only place in this
world would be six feet underground. Ultimately, we would
like to pretend and act as

though there are not those people out there who could do
such a thing as take their own
lives. But the fact of the matter is that they aren't just
"those people:" they are your
roommates, dormmates, teammates and colleagues. They
are your family members and
your friends and they are only
human.
Personally, 1 cannot imagine feeling so isolated and
utterly alone, as to feel as
though no one needed me. To
feel as though you are reaching
out your hand for some type of
saving grace, yet no one's on
the other end to reach back
towards you; that just seems so
tragic. Maybe I was wrong
before. Maybe there is something we can do.
Perhaps if we all take a
moment every now and then to
really listen to what sometimes
seems insignificant, tragedies
such as the one our campus has
experienced won't have to happen, or at least won't have to
hit home this badly. Reach out
and tell someone what they
mean to you, because when
you decide that it is the right
time it might be too late.

Don't forget 4
and 5 this fall
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a
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much
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ness for the
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Although there was no
been hearing a lot about
clearcutting, assisted suicides, organized opposition, this
gay rights and video gambling amendment was defeated when
these past few months. But what it was proposed on the ballots
in 1997. This was probably due
about the other two questions?
a misunderstanding of the
to
Few of us here have even
under
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phrase,
But
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ip
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we'd
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the
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about
bit
a
probably hear quite
it. It asks, "Do you favor do not include persons under
amending the constitution of guardianship for retardation,
Maine to allow the Legislature brain injuries or Alzheimers
to provide for the assessment of disease. These people are
land used for commercial fish- already allowed to vote under
ing activities based on the cur- current laws. It also does not
include mentally ill people
rent use of that property?"
without guardianship. They too
the
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that
means
This
can already vote.
property
for
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It does include people who
curis
it
how
to
taxes according
someone helping them
have
amendThe
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rently being
their mental illness,
after
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y
will
specificall
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making sure their medication is
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Angela Fiandaca is a firstin
kept
are
illnesses
property. With the passing of mental
year journalism major.
unnoticed.
Question four, their property check and go
Whereas mentally ill people
taxes would decrease, as the
without guardianship are not
land would be assessed for its
working value instead of its necessarily on medication. Yet
they can still vote.
expensive scenic value.
have
This year they
needmuch
a
give
will
This
CBS Nightly News reportfocus
to
question
ed break to the already hurting rephrased the
ed on Friday that the Yemenese
discrimination
commercial fishing community. more on the
government is hampering the
the laws
Such properties that would ben- aspect of the issue. As
U.S. investigation. According
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now, people
efit from this amendment are are
to CBS, investigators have not
illness
working waterfronts, boat- guardianship for mental
been able to interview suspects
voting
building operations and fish- are the only people of
and their efforts to investigate
age that are prohibited from
processing plants.
the Cole are being thwarted. In
crimiLand is already assessed this casting their votes. Even
addition, CBS reported that the
to
allowed
way for several other occupation- nals in prison are
U.S. is being blamed for the
vote.
al uses. This includes certain exercise their right to
Cole because it has temporarito furneed
more
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There
wildlife
farmlands, woodlands,
ly shut down the Yemenese
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anctuaries and land used for open ther the discrimination caused
port in Aden.
yes
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laws.
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two
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enjoyment
space and recreation or
The blame game going on
on both Questions four and five to
of scenic natural beauty.
in Yemen helps no one, espestop the exclusion of the two
bill
the
Those opposed to
cially the young soldiers, from
groups. For the fisherman of
conare so because they are
gaining the truth and helping
a fair deal for
cerned about the loss of money Question four, it's
both countries recover from
For the mentaxes.
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this attack. In addition, it is
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under
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tally
property taxes and wonder who
curious that the Yemenese
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five,
Question
in
involved
will be paying for it. Yet so
authorities are being so secreright to vote.
many other industries already ing them back their
working
not
and
tive about this
benefit from such assessments
with US officials to clear up
Carle Joyce is a secondit is unfair to exclude the
that
working
By
the situation.
journalism major.
year
fishing industry.
together the port would be able
to become functional once
more and the people responsible would be brought to justice. Terrorism simply is not
the way to make a statement. It
only shows that you're a coward.

USS Cole will not be forgotten
In early October the carrier
USS Cole fell victim to a suicide bomber while refueling in
Yemen, a port in the Persian
Gulf. 39 people were injured
and 17 died from the explosion
in an attack that no one saw
coming, but that military intelligence may have had some
knowledge of. Currently
authorities are investigating
the explosion and looking for
ties between this attack and
terrorist Osama bin Laden.
Osama bin Laden, a member of the Islamic Jihad movement and a known terrorist,
has been linked to terrorist
attacks in the United States
and elsewhere in the world
and has been prosecuted as a
war criminal.
The attack against the USS
Cole was cowardly and malicious. No warning was made or
given to the crew that they
should be wary of boats in the
water coming close to the carrier, or even intelligence that
said there might be the threat.
Now that this terrible tragedy
has happened the US military
is beginning to rethink how
wary they should be of boats
coming close to ships. In a
time where it seems that there

is peace and less hostility in the
world, incidents like this one
only reinforce the fact that we
must have a military which is
willing to fight against those
who would destroy others
because of hatred.

10'

Seventeen young men and
women died; 39 other sailors
were injured. The explosion from
the bomb was strong enough to
blast through the thick steel and
wipe out two full decks—equivalent to three floors in one of our
buildings here on campus and
probably as wide or wider. It is
amazing that more people did not
.get hurt or killed with that kind
of massive explosion.
Regardless of all of this, the
sailors on the Cole were able to
continue on, even in the midst of
chaos and terror. The flag flew
high above the injured ship and
crew, all of whom are now
home. The military showed the
coward who caused such havoc
that the United States can still
pull through and prevail.

Use your head...

...always wear a condom

Debra Hatch is a senior
journalism major
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:1] by cibel3ieqS0r1
VELOC IS SUDDENLY VERY PEAL
ASP TANGIBLE IN
FRONT OF ME,
EVERYTHING ELSE
ASOUT THAT
PLACE AT THAT
TIME FADES INTO
THE MUPPLEP
HUSH OF THE
DiSTANT BACKGROUND; MUTED,
UNIMPORTANT
BY CONTRAST.

TwERE'RE THERE MOMENTS IN LIFE, ALI.
/00(MEP ANt7 RARE. WwEN THE SURFACE CHAFF AMP BULLSHIT THAT FATE
vaops IN YOUR PAN CH5APPEAR5, ASP
YOU SEE CLEARLY

ik
THE OUICNENEP BREATHS
THAT ESCAPE HER MOUTH
ASP THE REFLECTION OF
THE FIRE IN THE OARS OF
REP Oil-' TEP EYE
SINS4 W
I C
CAPILLARIES IN
REP FACE
EXPANDING, CHEERS
F4.U5I4 FROM THE

FOR secowos
TWAT SEEM TO
OCCUPY IRE
LONG SPACE OF
SOUPS. I FEEL.
SEE. AND HEAR
EVERYTHING
ABOUT HER.

14
I
womaN IN MY ARM
450 A :OLT GOES
THROUGh SlY MIND.

LEX
WE'RE FIND/NG, THAT CIVLDREN
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THE AcTioN5 'MEV SEE IN
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44
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idirAfz
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•
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NoT UNTIL Mileg LATER
LIFE' TkAT 114EVX"E ABLE To
MAKE A PISTINCTiON BETWEEN

Fic-roN

REALITY. • •

by phil flickinger(www.1-c-x.com)
How MuCH LATER?
,WAN, COuLP
I'
COLLEGE ST14PENT5
SE INFLuENCEP
BY Cotilic STRIPS?

I CERTAINLY
HoPE NOT, BUT

_THE MOMENT ENOS. ANP LIFE,
*ITN ALL OF ITS BULLSHIT,
CRASHES 00wN ON ME AGAIN.

TWE GENTLE SLOPE
OF THE SMAIL OF
HER BACK AND THE
CURVE OF HER
ARS

AND THEN. wiTH
HARSH ALACRITY ..

Crossword
ACROSS
i Guitar
attachment
5 Tell secrets
9 One who tries
14"Family Ties"
role
15 'Forza (Italian verse
form)
16 Burger garnish
17 Dot on a map
18 Augury
19 Burn a bit
20 Opposition?
23 Novel ending
24 "1-2-3" singer
Barry
25 Wine and dine
29'The Rocky
Horror Picture
Show" hero

4.11,k484
ASP I CAN SMELL
THE SUBTLE FRAGRANCE OF TwE LOCHS
OF JET BLACH NAIR
SPILLING WITH
WONDERFUL CHAOS
ABOUT THE PARK
CONTOUR OF HER
FACE

31 Buddy
34 Cut off
35 Egyptian port
36 Lady's man
37 Exposition?
a secret
40
41 Sing the praises
of
42 Smart or Smiley
43 Colonial
descendants'
grp.
44 Like a Dali
watch
45 Carol starter
46 Gained a lap?
47 Poetic pugilist
48 Deposition?
56 Battle lineup
57 Wahines' wear
58 Syria. long ago

No.0212

Edited by Will Shortz

59 Hotel offering
60 Safety, e.g.
61 Score unit
62 Beef on the hoof
63 Lot
measurement
64 Pinnacle

2

1

I

7

6

5

4

14

15

16

17

18

19

i Street urchin
2 To boot
3 Sound
4 Relative of a
Salchow
Enjoy a
bookstore
6 Last straw
7 Mass assent
8 Report of a
shooting?
9 Teased
10 Blue side
11 Force
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 12 Full of energy
13 Hydrocarbon
MU000 M000 M000 suffix
OMMOM MEMO MHO 21 Ship of fuels?
1300110 00013 MGM 22 Tollbooth .
00013=000000M0 location
0000 000
25 Hog-wild
MOO MOOMMO
26 "Mefistofele"
OMEIM MOM soprano
BOUM
00000MMOMOMOBGB 27 Attempt
000 0000 000M0 28 In a while
MOD 0001110M 000111 29 Purchase
what's left
OIZID0110M
commumummumm 30 Stalk by the
001110 MGM 0=00 river
UMW 0013111 MEMO 31 Lost worlds?
MODU MOM IMMO 32 Don't exist

12

13

1

32

33

53

54

55

11

20
24

23

DOWN

10

9

8

27

25

29

1

30
36

35

34
37

38

39

40

41

42
45

44

43

47

46
48

51

50

49

52
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I57

1_58

59

60

61

63

64

62
_
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PiaziebyriichaciSitvestri
33 One of the
Boyers of
baseball
35 Did the butterfly
36 Nose out
38 Upper crust
39 1976 Olympics
name
44 Handle cases
457.2 milliondollar bargain
46 Express
47 Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt

48 Champagne
word
49 Iroquois
enemy
SO Where
Napoleon was
solo

51 Within earshot
52 -Peter Pan" dog
53 Discontinue
54 Go with
55 Payment
option, for short
56 Dummkopf

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656(75¢ per minute)..
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords fromthe last
'•
50 years; 1 -888-7-ACROSS.

WE'RE CHECKING
ANYWAY.

IT OUT

Study Abroad
Fair
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE UP TO

$24,000
College seniors and graduates who are interested in becoming
secondary school teachers of American history, American
government, or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room and board
toward master's degrees.
For information and applications can:

Wednesday, November 1st
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
North Lown Room - Memorial Union
Stop by to:
- Learn about programs in your major - Speak to study abroad returnees - Get info on scholarships and financial aid -

James Madison Fellowships

1-800-525-6928
recogproWatLorg
or visit our website

http:/www.jamesmadison.com

Sponsored by the Office ofInternational Programs
Winslow Hall, Room 100•Monday - Friday, 8:00 to 4:30•581-1509
www.ume.maine.edu/—international
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NOTICE TO READERS
The Maine Campus, your University of Maine newspaper since 1875,
is in a state of financial crisis! We NEED the help and support of our
readers to continue bringing you the news three days a week.
To ensure the continued presence of The Campus at UMaine, the staff of The Maine Campus is
beginning a fund-raising effort to ensure our survival and continued growth.

Maine Campus editors and staff participated in numerous fund-raising events during
Homecoming weekend. Present at most athletic events and the craft fair in the Field House,
papers
Campus staffers promoted ()Maine's student-run newspaper, handing out hundreds of
hockey
men's
t)Maine
autographed
to returning alunini. The Maine Campus is also raffling an
calling
by
at
available
are
Tickets
effort.
fund-raising
jersey and stick as part of an ongoing
581.1273 or at upcoming student events, CAMPUS PHOTO BY SOOTT SHELTON.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

WISHES
TO THANK THE FOLLOWING FOR
SUPPORTING THE CONTINUED
SUCCESS OF THE CAMPUS:
Sigma Chi
Ted Curtis
Gae an & Barbara Mich ud
Gary Desrochers
Keith Trumbley
Eric Soncrant
UMaine Alumni Assocation

THE MninE CPMPUS IS TIRED OF PUTTInG
OUT THREE DAYS A WEEK AnD IS READY
FOR A BREAK...

COMMG 110VEMBER 4TH
0 THE EDGE OF
TRAVEL WITH US
K USHUAIA IS
THE EARTH MID
E CPMPUS,
sponsoRinG TH
oinG TOWARD
WITH ALL PRO
,S OF THE
S UC
THE COr1TMUE
rIEWSPAPER.
GET OVER TO USHUAIA AM HELP THE
MAME CAMPUS KEEP PUTTMG OUT!

Governor's Restaurant
Coco-Cola
How to contact

The Maine Campus
Scott Shelton
marketing director
581.1267

Penny Morton
editor in chief
581 . 1271

Kris Healey
volunteer co-ordinator

.400
2 70
58j1
other inquiries can be made by calling

581 .1269
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oft
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
On Halloween night at 9 p.m.
the real story of Dracula will be
told. Not the Dracula so infamously known through horror
movies or legends of vampires
who dine on the blood of the living. The real story of Dracula
focuses around the legendary tale
of Vlad Tepes or Vlad "The
Impaler," and the story of Vlad
Tepes has been captured in the
USA presentation of "Dark
Prince: The True Story of
Dracula."
the
What
will
movie
attempt to do
is to tell the
of
story
Vlad
Tepes in
way
a
is
that
new and
n g •
the
Because
Vlad
lore of
Tepes is encompassing and full-blown there is
apt to be some innacuracies or
embelishments.
Web
sites
The
http://www.geocities.com/Athen
s/Aegean/7545/Dracula.html and
http://members.aol.com/johnfranc/drac05.htm provide an in

depth look at the legend of Vlad
Tepes and are excellent resources
for more information about the
prince. They are also the basis of
the research for this article.
The ties between the fictional
Dracula and the real Dracula are
minimal. Born in Transylvania,
Romania, Vlad Tepes eventually became the prince of
Walachia that was also in
Romania. The ties between
Romania and Transylvania—
the birthplace of rich tales
about vampires and vampire
origins—remain tied to Vlad.
For many, that is the way that
- Romania sticks out of horror
lore.
Born in 1431, Vlad Tepes'
family had been tied to the royalty and power of the country
for at least three generations. In 1444, Vlad
and his brother
Radu were held
hostage for
four years.
When Vlad
was released
in 1448, he was given an army to
command in the name of
Walachia.
In 1456, after immense pressure and changes that forced
everyone to take different sides,
Tepes regained his control of the
Walachian throne and took over
as prince. And it was at this
point that Tepes became known
for his cruelty and inhumanity.
One of his first items of busi-

ness was
to eliminate
person
any
who might be unloyal to him. The
Poenari fortress, which later
became known as Castle Dracula,
soon became the graveyard of
unloyal or criminal people. Any
crime, from cheating a customer
or being adulterous or simply
committing a crime was enough
reason for an impaling or torturous death.
By 1462, at the time of his tear
from the throne, it is estimated that
Tepes had killed 40,000 to 100,000
people and perhaps even more. A

variety of different delta's
awaited Tepes victims, the
being
popular
most
impalement because it
was a slow death and
more than one person
could be impaled at a
time in a variety of patterns. But Tepes also
favored skinning and
boiling people alive.
Tepes also designed
the punishment to fit
the crime, at least his
definition of punishment.
In 1462 when Tepes
was run out of his position
as prince by the Turkish
army, Tepes had the last say
by impaling 20,000 Turkish
prisoners before the army
had reached the capital of
Walachia,Tirgoviste. He
also burned houses
and poisoned rivers
to eliminate the
chance for the
army to get water
or food.
The USA movie
will also focus on
Tepes' wife who was
said to have killed herself
after Tepes had fled and believed
he was a ghost when he returned.
In all, the movie will be focusing
on the man and his relations
rather than the horror. That only
adds depth and flavor to the story.
In 1476, Tepes once more
invaded Walachia and defeated

those in power to regain his Position as prince. Tepes was killed
during a battle with the Turkish
army several years later. His
body was buried, but years later
when it was dug up, the body no
longer remained there. It had disappeared.
In many ways it is easy to
see how the legend of Vlad
Tepes spawned the occult interest in vampirism—living as an
undead or even as one who
loves to see torture—but the
story behind the man is the even
more interesting part of the legend. And this
is
an
approach to
the story of
the dark prince
that has not
been done
before.
For
those
interested
in vampirism or
its history, or for
the person
who is strictly interested in seeing the story behind the historical
creature, USA's "Dark Prince" is a
good ghoulish choice for
Halloween. It premieres at 9 p.m.
and will also run throughout the
week.

Party school fame no more than urban legend
By David B Hall
For The Maine Campus

It's talked about with great
reverence here at the University
of Maine. Freshmen are indoctrinated with the tale as soon as they
step foot in their first frat party
and are handed their first red Solo
cup overflowing with "mystery
beer." They are told that once a
long time ago, the University of
Maine was a great party school.
So good, in fact, that UMaine
was awarded with a spot in
national "top party school" lists,
that have been published in magazines like "Playboy."
Ben administrators believe
the myth. In a recent "Maine
Campus" piece on binge drinking,
director for Substance Abuse,
Robert Dana said. "When 1 stared
working here, there was a rampant
drinking problem. The University
of Maine was on numerous circulation party lists."

But when asked what the lists
were called and when they appeared,
Dana could not remember, claiming
that it was too long ago.
The real reason the Dana could
not remember was because the
University of Maine has never
appeared on a "top party school"
list at anytime. Urban legends like
this have flown across almost
every campus across the country
According to
since 1955.
Snopes.com, a website dedicated
to finding the truths about urban
legends and myths, the party
school list that most colleges and
universities swear they were on "a
long time ago" — "Playboy" —
only pulled together such a list
once. After spending all of 1986,
"Playboy" staffers compiled a list
of forty of the biggest partying
schools and published them in the
January 1987 edition. UMaine
was absent from the list.
The Princeton Review, a series
of books and guides about getting
into colleges, now collects data

on "top party schools" in tkeir frittrview's list of Top 20 Party
annual "331 Best Colleges" book. Schools in its guide to 'The Best
Filled with 62 different lists cov- Colleges," she said
The way the Princeton Review
ering academics, social life and
anything else that is important in ranks each school is based on stupicking the right college or uni- dent participation. An average of
versity, the Princeton Review has 175 students at the nation's top instibeen sending their party school tutes of higher learning in the counlist to "Playboy" for publication try are sent 70 questions with topics
The Princeton that cover almost every facet of colsince 1992.
Review is a New York City-based lege life, from study hours to polieducational services company not tics. Based on how well,or in some
Princeton questions, how poorly a school does
with
affiliated
in a particular category, rankings are
University.
"The party schooi--ranking is made from one to twenty. Besides
compiled from student answers to the Top Party School list, there are
questions concerning: the use of also Best Library, Biggest Jock
alcohol and drugs on campus, the School and Most Religious
popularity of the Greek scene Students lists.
Fifth year advertising major,
there and the number of hours
McNamara believes that the
David
study
day
each
they
say
students
Jeanne
UMaine is not on any party
said
reason
time,"
class
outside of
Princeton
school
list is because of the crack
the
for
Krier, publicist
down
on
partying across campus.
Random
and
books
Review
"Four
years ago, this place was
series
the
for
House, the publisher
McNamara said.
cool,"
pretty
of guides and books.
much Residential
too
there's
"Now,
has
Maine
of
"The University
-thenever been - on-Raincelon...-AssisiapLiWiWalAle44414441S1Ps

and Public Safety is everywhere.
There are some colleges, like Penn
State that party every night of the
week."
While UMaine has yet to make
the Top Party School list, it has
made other notable lists since
1996. In 1996 the campus was
14th on "Professors suck all life
from materials" list, 15th on "What
election?" list and 17th on the
"Class discussions rare" list. The
only list made the next year was a
16th ranking for the "Professors
suck all life from material."
After three years absent from
"The Best Colleges" lists,
UMaine ranked in the top twenty in two categories in the most
recent 2001 edition. Student
surveys ranked the night life in
Orono so low that the university
was 19th on the "More to do on
campus" list. As for the popularity of attending sporting events
here on campus, a 20th place
ranking was achieved on the
"Students pack the stadium" list.
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Phi Kap sponsors annual haunted house
By Casey Johnson
For The Maine Campus

Fraternity Row was a little
spookier Friday night. Phi Kappa
Sigma, one of UMaine's oldest
fraternities, held its fifth annual
haunted house from 4:30 to 11:30
p.m. Brothers spent more than
300 hours in preparations for the
haunted hous, and raised over
$900. They also gained sponsorship from Z107.3, a Bangor-area
radio station.
Turning the "skull house" into
a haunted house was not much of
a stretch for the brothers. The
home has plenty of its own urban
legends, including one about a
pledge named Joe Goss who is
rumored to be buried under the

by Kelly A. Preston
for The Maine Campus
ARIES
(Mar.21-Apr 20)
Best Costume: Attila the Hun;
Xena, Warrior Princess Or
Impersonate: Warren Beatty,
Scarlett O'Hare
Your Darkside: Secretly you plot
to rule the world.
What You're Afraid Of Most:
Going to the dentist.
TAURUS
(Apr.21-May 21)
Best Costume: Little Bo Peep;
Friar Tuck
Or Impersonate: Cher; Jack
Nicholson
Your Darkside: You would hose
down your best friend, old ladies
and anyone else who stood
between you and a bargain on
quality goods. Catalog addict.
What You're Afraid Of Most:
Being under-insured.

front steps' cross. This spine-tingling entrance left children clinging to their parents as they walked
from room to room, guided by
Phi Kap brothers. The basement
was set up as a cemetery, with
gravestones placed about the dark
room. On the second floor, the
bathroom was covered in blood,
and tour guides noted that a ghost
inhabited it. This was further
confirmed by toilets that flushed
mysteriously whenever yititors
ventured too close. Th
ligh
floor held more
There were.
itors to Phi.Itr'
ed house, which 6
Lymp
and
Leukemia
Society, their national philanthrOpy. Founded in 1949, the organization is a national voluntary

Phi MOgt ority shares some
health agency dedicated solely., to
Phi Kap in that
seeking the cause_...d even
„rs started getting
cure of blood relatekx„:0..,
Halloween on Oct.
as leukemia, 1ymphoii4it4:
they visited a Bangor
myeloma and Hodgkin's
home to decorate for the
The haute."'
Their visit was part of
.
great deal
Philanthropy Day,
National
ir
i
ers, but
hen all chapters of Phi Mu par1*1
of fun,oising ticipate in hands-on service proj"We hd a
good cause," ects.
a
money for sue
• Nationally, they are the first
who serves
Worcester,
says Brad
organization to declare
Greek
chair
relations
*
for
as public
,.(.w • such a day where all chapters are
hapter.
united in service. Later that week,
the haunted
ey also participated in the
*contribution
hellenic walk for Spruce Run,
anthropy is
I battered women's shelter.
on its own,.
sikters resumed their
rewarding for the
Wee* n on Friday by help,
know that there are otiWr
ldrt.n s party paintvut I
of Phi Katacross the cou
k climax of their
'
share thek dication tO.

ack of attention.
Neglect
VIRGO
(Aug. 24-Sept. 23)
Best Costume: Vulcan;
Or Impersonate: Peter Sellers,
Cameron
Your DORM e: You; mm.1(.1.10111,,
perfectionism border, on it.R‘niol
instability.
What You're Afraid
Depending on anyone
yourself.
LIBRA
(Sept, 24-Oct. 23)
Best Costume: The Statue a
Liberty; Sir Galahad the Knight
Gwyneth
Impersonate:
Or
Paltrow; Will Smith
Your Darkside: Although you
renowned for your wise judpx
ment, you couldn'i to,41,c dt ci
1001 1.d .0 1 -111'
sions about ,q 1t11
to save y'tiOr

GEMINI
(May 22-June 21)
Best Costume: Mercury, the
Winged Messenger; Cleopatra
Or impersonate: Claus Von
Bulow; Marilyn Monroe
Your Darkside: Left to your own
devices, you could make a very
productive white-collar criminal.
What You're Afraid Of Most:
Being held accountable for everything you say.
CANCER
(June 22-July 23)
Best Costume: Any sort of witch
or wizard; The St. Paulie Girl
Or Impersonate: Phyllis Diller;
Julius Caesar
Your Darkside: You secretly fantasize of making poison apples to
serve to your enemies.
What You're Afraid Of Most:
Your home burning and all your
treasures lost.
LEO
(July 24-Aug.23)
Best Costume: the Cowardly
Lion; Movie Star
Or Impersonate: Bill Clinton;
Madonna
Your Darkside: You think about
sex way too much.
What You're Afraid Of Most:

•

What 'Nott'r.e...:A1r.aid
Being
SCORPIO

)f Most:

20)
Best (:',()stume:
Wiest* Veonica tft-om

()r Impersonatc. I:icluirtl Nixon;
Monica Lovinsis
ti Impel NOriatC. Hill (;:tios; Your 1)arkside: Secretly, you're
social
1 1 q4AeSt
/i id i
th
Hillary Clinton
Your I ntrk:,idc: Yultill
any- Go!-;t
Arrai 'ut tvg)st:

B

:

parents
I14tg ou otnitro!.

rti ;(111,11)0Ly

philanthropic month comes on
the big day itself, when the sisters
will be trick-or-treating for pocket change from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
This event benefits their national
philanthropy, the Children's
Miracle Network, a national
organization that assists children
living with cancer, AIDS, birth
defects, muscular and cardiovascular diseases, as well as those
who are victims of traumatic accidents.
"Philanthropy is a large part of
Phi Mu," says president Betsy
Hatch. "We try to participate in a
wide variety of events, not just
ones involving CMN. We think
it's important to reach out to the
community and meet new people,
and philanthropic work is a perfect way to do that."

Restraints to your personal freedom.
PISCES
(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Gypsy
Costume:
Best
Fortuneteller; "Scream" Killer
Drew
Impersonate:
Or
Barrymore; Jim Carrey
Your Darkside: You can barely
hide your indifference to life.
What You're Afraid Of Most:
Living totally in the here-and-now.

e

sAtrilARitis
/Nov 2 occ.21)

AQUARIUS
21,1',..b. 191
)%twiw. 1 he Nutty
1,414a11.
(4\ h:anncn:A.,
l'totey-;(11,
.42Abbiti,..
.tliliiiiison'ittc•'....1Aritrmy Spears; Ot Impersonal•: Billie Jo
III s1rolq4(.(
Day); Oprah
Mad Pia
meupablu
You
are
Yo Uurkide.
Wil)fro-Y .

Putting down 'reititS"
'URN

Iluninnhood; not even you.
t)t Nlostt
Whpi )4,n're
Ititi•Wer,„

Monday
November 6,2000
Maine Center
for the Arts
Tickets on sale at the
MCA box office
Show cif 8 p.m.
5/UMn in e students
(-max 2tickeis per Mom eCord)

$8/general public

H

4id.t <Atm*muL IiIucta

8424

ON SALE at the show
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Poet laureate to read at local library
By Amy Saunders
For The Maine Campus

The poet laureate of Maine,
Baron Wormser, will make a
guest appearance at the Orono
Public Library on Wednesday,
Nov. I. Wormser will spend the
day in classes at Orono High
School in an effort to encourage
Maine students to read and write
poetry.
On Wednesday he will have a
poetry reading at 7 p.m. that is
open to the public. Making education his current focus, Baron
sent letters to every high school in
the state expressing his interest in
presenting and Orono answered.

According
to
www.state.me.us, Wormser was
selected poet laureate from several qualified candidates by a
commission chaired by Wilson
and J. Gary Nichols, Director of
the Maine State Library. The
nomination came as the state had
the Maine Cultural Heritage
Week, which ran in March.
"Baron Wormser is tremendously qualified for this position," Angus King said. "He
combines the great attributes of
being nationally recognized for
his work and also has given a
great deal to Maine and its students through his over twentyfive years of teaching in Madison
and at the University of Maine at
Farmington. I have no doubt that

he will further the great tradition Maine in 1971, he enrolled at the town life," Phippen said.
that Kate Barnes has created as University of Maine, where he Wormser has also been the poet
poet laureate."
earned a second master's degree in in residence in South Dakota,
After teaching at Madison 1973 in library services, according taking on poetry classes for a
High school, according to to
www.mainetoday.com. semester.
Wormser Wormser now lives in Holowell
www.state.me.us,
The
Maine
Humanities
moved to Maine to write. with his wife.
Council, The Orono Public
Wormser moved to Mercer, outA widely published writer, Library and Orono High School
side of Farmington, for the tradi- Wormser has had pieces pub- are sponsoring the appeareance.
tional Maine land scene, accord- lished in the New Yorker and One of Wormser's poems,
ing to Sandy Phippen, Orono other national magazines and "Dramatis Personae," was writHigh School English teacher. journals. Wormser has written ten for Phippen. "He heard me
"It's your typical city boy moving essays, dozens of poems, books read one of my stories eight or
to the country," Phippen said.
and more recently, a textbook nine years ago and it inspired
Wormser was born in entitled, "The Moves: Teaching him to write a poem back to me,"
Baltimore in 1948. He majored in the Art of Poetry." His other Phippen'said.
English at Johns Hopkins books include
"The White
"He's my generation of the
University and continued on to Words, Good Trembling" and 60s," Phippen added. He said,
earn a master's degree in English "When and Mulroney."
"We had similar experiences
at the University of California in
"He writes about everything growing up even though he was
1970. Shortly after he moved to and is very good about small city and I was country."

Shoppers flood Field House

French Club hosts film
series and activities
By Hannah Jackson
For The Maine Campus

Roger Stevens, Director of Mane Focus Photography C,C.C,, displayed his wares at the craft fair
in the Memorial Gym Homecoming Weekend. The fair was host to hundreds of displays from
across Maine. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

MAINE CFN l'ER FOR THE ARTS
Special Halloween Night Show
"A voice that mesmerizes..." New York Daily News
Gothic At Midnight
Starring Joshua Kane
Tuesday, October 31 at 7:00 PM
Itauck. Auditorium

Join Joshua for a free
lively pre-show chat from
I - 2 pm,Tuts Oct 31
Ilauck Auditorium

if you dropped Orson Welles, Artemis Gordon and the Count
of Monte Cristo into a blender, the result would be Joshua
Kane. In his unique one-man show, Gothic at Midnight, A
Tribute to the Masters of the Macabre, Kane indulges two of
his passions: blowing the dust off the classics and giving
people nightmares.
Raised in a boarding house and obsessed from an early age
with books, bullwhips, spoken word, knife-throwing and the
theatre, Kane was destined early on for a career either,on the
stage or in the state penitentiary,

`'t% RUSI TICKE US ON S.\

When you hear the words
"French Club," your high school
French classes may come to
mind, or that trip to Canada that
you took. But here at the
University of Maine there is a
French Club as well. They seek to
inspire an interest in the
Francophone culture at the
University of Maine.
Rebecca Plummer, an eighteen
year old student and active member
of the French Club, said although
there are many on the mailing list,
there are only ten active members.
But do you need to be a French language major to join?
"No, just an interest in
Francophones and Francophone
culture," said Plummer. The club
began three years ago out of student interest and has been going
strong ever since. About half the
members are French majors. The
group consists of both men and
women.
"I like French Club because it
is really laid back and the people
know how to accomplish things
and have a lot of fun at the same
time," said Julia Hall, a first-year
student and member of the French
Club.
Cathleen Bauschatz, professor
of French, is the advisor of the
French Club. She said that she is
proud that undergraduate and
graduate students have taken the
initiative to keep the French Club
running over the past few years.
"They have come up with
some wonderful activities, such
as a trip to Montreal and to a

`cabane a sucre' last spring," said
Bauschatz. "It has really provided
a needed social activity for our
French majors," she added.
The French club doesn't just
go on trips, however; they are
also holding a French Film Series
starting on November 2. The
movies will be shown in 100
Nutting Hall at 8:00 P.M.
"My favorite thing is that we
get to have movie nights," said
Hall.
The schedule for the French
Film Series includes: Thursday,
Nov. 2 "Le Diner de Cons";
Tuesday, Nov. 14 "Les Voleurs";
Kieslowski Film Series Tuesday,
Nov. 28 "Bleu"; Tuesday, Dec. 5
"Blanc"; and Tuesday, Dec. 12
"Rouge." The movies are all free
of charge, and are in French with
English subtitles.
Other movies will be posted on
the Link, which is available at all
Dining Commons and at the
Memorial Union. Students can
write to the French Club folder on
FirstClass to be added to the mailing list. Movie reviews will also
be available in the future.
This year, the group plans to
go to Canada to get some experience, participate in Culture Fest
and throw various culture-related
parties. The group meets every
other Wednesday at 2:10 p.m. in
206 Little Hall, and the dues to
join are $5 per semester.
The next meeting for the
French Club is on Nov. 1, and
Plummer said she invites anyone
to attend and check it out.
But, she said, rusty French
shouldn't affect a decision to join.
"We don't speak French at the
meetings," said Plummer.

TOMORRONN

*Bring your student ID (MaineCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office
tomorrow! Box Office hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Rush tickets can also be purchased 90 minutes before the performance.
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Men's Hockey
Maine returned on Saturday with
the same pressure. This time they
skated away with a 2-0 win.
The series leaves Maine's
overall mark at 2-2-1, while OSU
leaves town at 3-2-0.
"We played good hockey," said
defenseman A.J. Begg. "There
were a couple of bad bounces, but
that's the way it goes. I thought
we played good hockey all weekend."
His coach agreed. "I liked
how we played all weekend," said
Walsh. "I really liked how we
played tonight (Saturday). What
was encouraging was that we didn't break down defensively when
we weren't scoring."
On Saturday night UMaine
forwards Dan Kerluke and Kevin
Clausen posted their first goals of
the season to lead the Bears in the
shutout victory.
"We did a great job of staying
on the puck in their zone," said
Kerluke. "We kept up the pressure so well, they had a tough job
getting it out."
Kerluke's first period tally on
Saturday night was ample evidence of that.
With the Buckeyes struggling
to clear the puck from their
freshman
UMaine
zone,
Brendan Donovan gained control and skated down the right
"We
wing to the goalline.
talked about getting to the net,"
said Donovan. "I was just trying to throw it in front for someone." Donovan's feed from the
goalline deflected off Buckeye

goalie Mike Betz (32 saves) to
Chris Heisten, who was perched
on the edge of the crease.
Heisten's rebound attempt was
blocked by Betz, but Kerluke
dove and whacked it past the
defenseless OSU goalie.
"It's just one of those garbage
goals you get through hard
work," said Kerluke. "I've been
robbed a few times so far, so it
was good to finally get one."
Maine continued to apply
pressure to OSU in their own
zone, limiting the Buckeyes to
seven shots through two periods, a situation that had Maine
goalie Mike Morrison out of
sync.
"It's tough to go long stretches
without shots," said Morrison. "I
saw a few more in the second and
I was so happy to get them, I got
a little hyper. Coach mentioned it
during the break and I was a little
more relaxed and in better position after that."
Clausen gave Maine some
breathing room at 8:21 of the
third.
Betz corralled a Maine
dump-in attempt from behind
his net and fired a clearing pass
through the right circle.
Clausen, coming off the boards,
pounced on the pass. "He
couldn't have seen me," said
Clausen. "I picked it off on the
backhand and let it go."
Clausen's shot beat Betz to the
far side and gave the Black
Bears a two-goal lead.
"That big line, with Clausen

Football
points (206), currently held by
Peter Bojerstadt.
"This game belonged to the
offensive line," said English.
"They make it all happen for me."
The Black Bears dominated the
game from the outset. After the
opening kick, the Rams took over
on the 20-yard line and went into
full retreat. Two penalties and a
Ufuoma Pela sack forced a Rhody
punt from deep in their own territory. The punt, into a stiff wind
was short and Maine took over in
Rhode Island territory.
From there, Jake Eaton (10-18,
144 yards, 1 touchdown) hit Phil
McGeoghan (4 receptions, 54
yds., TD) on first down and
Maine ran the ball 10 straight
plays. The 48-yard drive ended
with English scoring from four
yards out.
"They just ran the ball down
our throats," said Ram head
coach Tim Stowers. "We haven't
had a team do that to us all year."
On the next Ram possession,
Maine linebacker Brendan curry
hit Rhody quarterback Vince
Nedimyer to fumble near midfield. Andrew Gervais recovered
for Maine at the URI 47-yard
line.
Maine moved the ball to the
Ram 31-yard line and Jagoutz
connected from 48 yards, the
longest of his career, giving the
Black Bears a 10-0 lead.
In the second quarter the Bear
defense kept the Rams in poor
field position. Forcing another
Nedimyer fumble near midfield
Thai was recOVered by linebacker

and Shaneberger, they're very
effective," said Walsh. "They just
make things happen for us...I'm
very happy with them."
Despite a two-goal lead at
home, Maine was taking no
chances. They continued to pressure OSU throughout the remainder of the game, limiting the
Buckeyes to only 12 shots on
Morrison.
"Our intensity was there the
whole game tonight," said Bear
forward Martin Kariya. "We
played that way last night, but
had a couple of breakdowns.
Tonight, we were solid the whole
game."
"I like this team," said Maine
head coach Shawn Walsh. "We
play with intensity. If we play
this way every night, I like our
chances against anyone."
On Friday, Betz turned
away 58 shots, including one
from point-blank range with a
minute remaining to keep
game.
the
in
OSU
Immediately following Betz'
game-saving stop, forward
Scott May stunned the Black
Bear crowd, scoring on a
breakaway with 48 seconds
remaining in overtime to give
the Buckeyes a 3-2 victory.
Betz' and May's heroics
spoiled a two goal performance
by Maine's Gray Shaneberger.
The final seconds of the game
represented an appropriate microcosm of the entire contest. With
just over a minute remaining in
the extra period and Maine storm-

ing the Buckeye net, defenseman Maine's victory in Columbus last
Peter Metcalf took a feed from season. "They stole one from us
the point, skated around an OSU last year," he said. "We stole this
defenseman and directly to the one. This game belonged to
Mike Betz."
top of the crease.
Betz admitted that Maine was
"I walked right in," said
most intimidating place I've
"the
side
right
the
had
"I
Metcalf.
played," but added, "with
ever
I
it.
on
much
get
didn't
open and
10 minutes left in the third
around
it."
got
he
how
don't know
I knew things were going
period,
and
pads
his
Betz stacked
way."
my
the
turn
somehow managed to
Shaneberger had put Maine on
Metcalf wrister away. "He was
in the second, rapping home
top
so close," said Betz. "I didn't
of a Michael Schutte
rebound
the
went
know what else to do, I just
answered six minOSU
slapper.
hit
it
down and slid across and
third when R.J.
the
into
utes
me."
off the backwalked
Umberger
The loose puck was swatted
a soft backslipped
and
back toward the point, where boards
pads.
Yeats'
May was attempting to cover hander between
enough,"
out
"I didn't come
Maine's Doug Janik.
"I was just trying to get to the Yeats said. "That's a shot I should
defenseman," said May. "The have stopped."
Shaneberger answered for
puck just skipped over his stick
and I got by him. The puck Maine 19 seconds later, tipping in
wouldn't settle until 1 got into the a Cameron Lyall rebound. "His
(Maine) zone and when it did I (Lyall's) shot fell between the
said
skates,"
just saw an opening between his goalie's
pads and fired." May's shot beat Shaneberger. "He didn't sec it
Black Bear goalie Matt Yeats (21 and I just got a piece."
OSU winger Yan Des Gange
saves) and an eerie hush fell over
sent the game to overtime, pickthe arena.
"That's college hockey," said ing up a loose puck from a scramWalsh, disappointed but undaunt- ble in front and beating Yeats to
ed by the loss. "One minute Peter the stick side.
"We outchanced them," said
(Metcalf) has the puck alone in
. "That goalie played
Shaneberger
front and the next minute they're
you've got to give
game,
great
a
breaking in alone on us. It was
him
credit."
just a great game."
The Black Bears will hit the
OSU head coach John
for the first time this year
road
perspecin
things
put
Markel]
weekend. On Friday night
next
secondwas
game
tive. "The
the Hockey East schedopen
they
good
was
"It
ary," said Markell.
Providence and then
with
ule
through
to see Shawn, he's been
Northeastern for a
to
a lot and he looked good." travel
game.
night
Saturday
to
similar
win
the
Markell found
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Dennis Dottin-Carter, Maine ball)," said Maine head coach
drove 39 yards late in the half and Jack Cosgrove. Cosgrove admitJagoutz nailed a 27 yarder to give ted that, coming into the contest,
Maine was unsure of their
UMaine a 13-0 halftime lead.
"We've had some
approach.
coming
been
had
"Our defense
said. "We didn't
he
injuries,"
weeks,"
few
last
together these
play, especially
would
who
know
Rob
linebacker
Maine
explained
line). So we
(offensive
front
up
it's
and
young
"We're
Kierstead.
to expect.
what
know
really
didn't
playwe're
but
time,
some
taken
out
together
came
really
But,
they
now."
ing with confidence
job."
a
great
did
and
there
opened,
half
As the second
Maine tackle Zack Magliaro
URI's Stowers made a curious
the unity of the
emphasized
the
decision, electing to kick into
by bringing his coline
offensive
63
wind. Maine quickly drove
press conference.
the
to
workers
yards in four plays, opening a
all
together," said
it
do
commanding 20-0 lead when "We
big lift knowing
a
"It's
McGeoghan hauled in an Eaton Magliaro.
who
no
is out there,
matter
pass from 35 yards for his secoil that,
the
job."
do
they're going to
touchdown of the season.
To put Saturday's offensive
On the ensuing series,
Nedimyer threw the first of his front together, some shifting
two interceptions on the day. around was necessary. Center,
This one was returned by UMaine and captain, Paul Paradis was
freshman Devon Goree to the forced to sit with a strained tenChris
URI 7-yard line. Maine settled don in his bicep.
all
practice
couldn't
McLaughlin
23a
and
goal
for a Jagoutz field
an
out
gutted
but
(knee),
week
0 lead.
e.
performanc
outstanding
interit
make
to
Rhody tried
in
stepped
Kmety
John
Freshman
possession,
next
their
esting on
guard,
at
left
well
played
and
and
driving 80 yards in 11 plays
cutting the lead to 23-7 when allowing Brian Williams to move
Nedimyer found Onmerson to center.- -Matt Hammond, anothEberheim for a 28-yard touch- er freshman, was the only one
down pass. However, Maine with a "normal" week of practice.
"We've been up and down all
roared back with an 11 -play drive
said Cosgrove, noting
season,"
capped by an English run from
of the offense and
play
five yards out that put the game the
away. English added a fourth defense. "We're coming together
quarter score from 14 yards to put as a team now and I like the directhe finishing touch on an out- tion we're headed."
Maine heads back out on the
standing homecoming performroad next week for a conference
ance.
on
"This may be the best game game James Madison
- we've'played on both sides(of the Saturday.
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Men's basketball plays Blue vs. White game
By Lucas Peterson
Men's Basketball Reporter
On a snow-filled Sunday fans
trekked to the Alfond to watch the
annual University of Maine
Men's basketball Blue-White
game. The Black Bears returned
basketball to Alfond Arena for the
first time since the season ended
eight months ago. This team
looks a little different then the last
year's Black Bear team. Gone are
starters Nate Fox and Andy
Bedard and into to the mix are a
number of new players.
In yesterday's matchup, head
coach Dr. John Giannini coached
one team with assistants Ted
Woodward and Ed Jones coach-

ing the other team. The traditional blue and white uniforms were
replaced this year with blue and
black colored jerseys. Giannini
coached the black squad for the
first half before the teams were
changed at halftime.
Both teams looked very
energetic right from the opening tip and played aggressive
against each other. The teams
tried to up the tempo of the
offense any time the opportunity
presented
itself.
Freshman point guard Tory
Cavalieri led much of the fast
break action, often receiving
the outlet pass and looking to
start the break.
The game was setup so the

coaches could call timeouts easily
and give players feedback on
what they saw. It was used as a
teaching mechanism and the
score made no difference. The
coaching staff constantly shouted
instructions to their players, letting them know everything the
coaches saw to try to fix any mistakes. The words "motion, triangle, execution," were said repeatedly to the players.
The Black Bears are preparing for their season opener Nov.
17 at Illinois. Maine will play
two more exhibition games
before the regular season begins.
The Black Bears are at home
Friday night to face the G.T.
Express in exhibition action.

Suspended coach questions official report
By Robyn Disney
The Oracle
TAMPA, Fla. (U-WIRE) —
A day after suspended women's
basketball coach Jerry Ann
Winters and two of her players
questioned the validity of the
Office of Equal Opportunity
Affairs' report saying Winters
retaliated against former player
Dione Smith, Assistant Vice
President for Human Resources
Edouard Piou defended his
department's investigation.
"We took everything into
account when doing this investigation," Piou said. "This was not
a quick and hasty process."
The EOA released its report
Wednesday saying there was
"reasonable
cause"
that
Winters dismissed Smith from
the team due to Smith's
involvement in a 1999 investigation into racial discriminaagainst
tion
allegations
Winters.
After Athletics Director Paul
Griffin read the report, he
announced her suspension.
Winters said she is appealing the E0A's report. Her
appeal is due in 14 business

days. After her appeal is turned
in, Laurey Stryker, vice president for Budgets, Human
Resources and Information
Technologies, will have 20
business days to render a final
decision.
In a statement Wednesday,
Winters criticized the main investigator, Camille Blake, for not
interviewing all of the witnesses
she suggested.
"It is fundamentally unfair to
make these findings without talking to almost half of my witnesses," Winters' statement said.
But Piou said there were problems with talking to Winters' 16
witnesses.
"There were about four of
them we couldn't get a hold of,"
Piou said.
"We tried calling them, but
they never called us back. We
cannot force them to come in and
talk to us."
Piou also said Winters gave
him a list of three witnesses right
before the report was done.
"It was too late for that list,"
Piou said. "We were just about
done with the report when she
gave us this list."
Seven of Winters' 16 witnesses

Hair tr,i) After

were interviewed.
Winters' attorney, John
Goldsmith, could not be reached
for comment.
After practice Wednesday,
player Lindsey Smith said the
team felt its quotes in the report
were not accurate.
"I know some of the players
that were interviewed and had
their statements put in there said
that their words were twisted
around," Lindsey Smith said.
Piou would not comment
because he said he did not
know which players specifically were questioning the report.
Lindsey Smith also said she
could not understand why her
own interview was not in the
report.
Piou said not all of the interviews were used in the report
because of the redundancy.
"A lot of what they were saying was redundant," Piou said.
"So it wasn't used in the
report."
Piou also said the power
Winters has with the team was
a factor in the report, making
current players less credible.
"Because she is the coach, she
has a lot of influence over the
team," Piou said.
Piou said his report is as accu▪
1 rate as the players were.
1
"We just reported what they
said," Piou said. "Nothing more."

SPORTS SHORTS
By Kevin Cove
Men's Soccer Reporter
The University of Maine
men's soccer team found no
affection in the "city of brotherly
love" and was left lonely on
Long Island over the weekend
dropping matches to Drexel, 3-0,
and Hofstra, 4-0.
The Black Bears are now 211-2 overall and finish their
America East schedule with an 08-I mark.
Yesterday in Philadelphia,
Drexel's Reuben Shaffer scored
twice and the Dragons out-shot
Maine 24-4 on their way to the 30 win.
Shaffer put Drexel (10-5- I, 63-0) on the board midway
through the first half redirecting
a pass from teammate Jeff
Bricker by Black Bear goalkeeper Mat Cosgriff. Dan Zajac
increased the Dragons lead to 2-0
just before halftime with an assist
from Tom Canning.

Bruins

Maine held the Drexel
offense scoreless in the second
half until Shaffer struck again in
the 84th minute with a volley off
a corner kick.
Greg Bajek had the Black
Bear's best scoring chance 15
minutes into the second half. The
freshman's hard blast went wide
of the Dragon goal.
Four different Hofstra playeis tallied a goal as the Pride began Maine's
road trip with 4-0 loss on Friday.
H.ofstra took .a 1-0 lead into
the break on a goal by Aboubacar
Camara from six yards out.
Shaun Higgins made the score 20 eight minutes into the second
halt placing a crossing pass from
Camara inside the far post.
Patrick Geraghty and Hughroy
Daley completed the Pride scoring with goals six minutes apart
midway through the final 45 minutes.
Hofstra held a 37-6 advantage
in shot attempts and bested the
Black Bears in corner kicks 12-2.
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the team he constructed was good
enough to win hockey games in
the NHL. With this obvious clash
between coach and management,
why wasn't Burns fired last season? Maybe Sinden realized how
well liked Burns is in Boston.
The players like him, the fans like
him, the media like him. Harry

would look like a bad guy for firing a popular coach. Add that to
the Bourque trade and people
would begin calling for his head.
Pat Burns did not get a fair
shake in Boston. When he was
asked back at the end of last season, he was promised more talent.
Who did the Bruins pick up over
the summer? Paul Coffey. He
was great ten years ago but now
he is closing in on retirement.
Sinden again failed to spend the
money necessary to improve the
team. Burns had his team to start
the season and would have to
mold a winner out of it. He did.
The first four games the team was
unbeaten. Optimism was abound
for Bruins fans.
Then came the backbreaking
West coast trip. The yearly West

coast swing is tough for every
team in the NHL. To make matters worse, Dafoe goes down with
an injury leaving the pipes to be
manned by 20 year-old Andrew
Raycroft. He may someday turn
out to be a great goaltender but
right now he should be in
Providence refining his skills. He
showed flashes of brilliance but
needs to play and learn in the
minors before playing every day
in Boston.
This is where Harry should
have stepped up and spent some
money. Dafoe is injury-prone
and coming off surgery. He
needs a quality back up. Two
veterans, Tom Barraso and former Maine star Garth Snow
were unemployed when Dafoe
went down. Either of those
guys could win games for the
Bruins while they wait for
Dafoe to get healthy. They cost
too much.
Harry said it was the system.
Burns said the system was fine, he
just needed better players. Sorry
Harry. You lost this one. Spend
some money.
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Hofstra beats Maine 2-1 in women's soccer

Women's hoops kick off season

By Kelly Brown
Women's Soccer Reporter
Despite suffering a 2-1 loss to Hofstra, the
University of Maine women's soccer team managed
to get out of its scoring slump this weekend. After
playing six matches without scoring a point,
UMaine freshmen Jessica Wojcik recorded a goal in
minute 34 of the game, ending the Black Bears
lengthy scoring drought.
Hofstra senior Christa Eidenweil, who leads The
Pride in scoring with 11 goals on the season, put the
first point on the scoreboard in minute 22 of the
match. Eidenweil intercepted a ball thrown out by
Maine keeper Naomi Welsh, dribbled back in on the
keeper and shot a rocket that bounced off the back
of a Black Bear defender into Maine's net.
Eidenwiel is ranked third in the America East in
scoring.
Maine's Wojcik put a point on the board for the
Black Bears when she received a volley across the
net from fellow freshman Kate Crawford. Wojcik's
goal was the first Maine point scored in 582 minutes of play, tying the game.
Hofstra managed to come back and score the
winning goal in the 58th minute of the game. Penny
Stansfield, receiving an assist from Elaine
O'Conner, recorded the game winner when she
fired a shot that slipped by Black Bear goaltender
Welsh. Stansfield in second on the team in scoring
with six goals and an astounding 17 assists.
Continuing their five-game wining streak by
winning Friday's match, the Pride have clinched a
spot in the America East Tournament, which will
take place starting Nov. I.
Hofstra outshot Maine 20-2 during the match,
and also recorded seven corner kicks to Maine's
one.
Sunday's game against Drexel was snowed out
Christy Hasselfeldt heads a ball for Maine in a 2-1 loss to Hofstra
will not be played.
MALCOLM.
and
on Friday. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE

BU looks to wrap up women's soccer title
By Nick Cardamone

The Daily Free Press

Termini scored three goals and assisted on week, and is only one tally away from
another in the three games, earning the eclipsing her career high and school record
America East Player of the Week award. total of 16 goals set last year.
Goalkeeper Danielle Demers has posted
BU has nearly shut out all seven of the
America East opponents it has faced so far, two straight shutouts and boasts the third
surrendering only one goal in a 2-1 win lowest goals-against-average in the
against Drexel Sept. 24, a sign that the America East.
"Everyone has to do what they have
Terriers' defense has tightened up considerably after a rough stretch early in the season. been doing," Feldman said.
Towson does not come in with the same
Freshman back Leslie Garvey took
Rookie of the Week honors after her solid momentum as Delaware, with a record of
performances against Hartford and 1-1-1 in their last three matches.
Still, the Terriers will need to keep an
Vermont.
Senior striker Deidre Enos comes into eye on the Tigers' junior forward Maggie
the game leading America East in scoring Lennon (5-4-14) and freshman forward
with 31 points(15 goals, one assist). Enos Holly Noga (5-2-12), ranked 12th and 14th,
list.
scored three goals in the two victories last respectively, on the conference-scoring

BOSTON (U-WIRE) — The
Boston University women's soccer team, America East regular
season champions.
The Terriers have already
clinched a postseason berth, but if
BU can beat Delaware Friday
night and Towson on Sunday at
Nickerson Field, that's exactly
what the Terriers can call themselves.
BU (11-6-0, 7-0-0) is coming
off last weekend's 3-0 routs of
both University of Hartford,
ranked No. 9 in the nation at the
time, and Vermont. Now only the
Fightin' Blue Hens and Tigers
stand between the Terriers and
their first ever undefeated conference season. If BU can come
away with two wins it will be the
first time in program history that
it will be the No. 1 seed in the
conference tournament starting
Nov. 1.
It won't be an easy task, however. Both opponents are battling,
along with Northeastern and
Hofstra, for one of the two
remaining spots in the America
East playoffs. Hartford has
already claimed the other playoff
spot.
"It's going to be a whole different mentality from our opponents," BU coach Nancy Feldman
said of facing two desperate
teams."We don't want to be surprised by their passion."
The Terriers face a Blue Hens
team coming off a string of victories, having defeated Drexel,
Maine and New Hampshire last
week. Freshman striker Fran

up
The Maine women's basketball team opened
afterSunday
game
White
the season with a Bluenoon at Alfond Arena. CAMPUS PHOTO as( ANNE
MALCOLM.
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paid time off, paid holidays and a retirement plan! Full, part-time,
valid Maine driver's
available. Must have a minimum of a high school dipoma/GED and a
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2B Freedom Parkway Hermon, ME 04401
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Sports

Black Bears run over Rhode Island 37-7
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
At Morse Field on Saturday,
the University of Maine football
team finally achieved balance.
With the defense and offense on
different pages throughout the
season, the Black Bears had struggled. Add to this a rash of injuries
at key positons and the outlook
wasn't good for a successful
Homecoming weekend against
Rhode Island.
But that's why they play the
games. The Maine defense continued its inspired play, forcing six
URI turnovers and a patchwork
offensive line dominated the
Atlantic 10's premier run defenses, paving the way for a 37-7 victory over the Rams.
Maine secured its first conference win (1-4) and improved their
overall mark to 3-5. The loss
ended a two-game conference
winning streak for Rhody (2-4)
and dropped their overall record
to 2-6.
Royston
tailback
Junior
English led UMaine with 128
yards on 28 carries and scored
three times. Kicker Todd Jagoutz
nailed three field goals, improving
his school-record total to 35 and
pulling to within two points of the
school record for total career

Burns was not
the problem
By Lucas Peterson
For The Maine Campus

In his long tenure as general
manager of the Boston Bruins,
Harry Sinden has made many
important decisions. Immediately
when I think of Harry, I think of
trading Ray Bourque. Apparently
that is not how Harry wanted his
legions of fans to remember him.
Instead, we'll remember him firing a great coach and replacing
him with a man who may bring
instant wins, but will leave town
in two years after burning every
bridge he comes in contact with.
Sinden fired head coach Pat
Burns last week and replaced him
with the very popular Mike
Keenan. The change was made
based purely on a difference in
philosophy. Sinden prefers an up
tempo, wide-open style of hockey
that scores a lot of goals. Burns
would rather sit back and run a
trapping style team, relying on his
defense to create scoring chances.
Sinden claims that is the only reason he fired Burns. They had a
difference of opinion on how the
BruiliS should try to win hockey
games. True. But there's a little
more to it.
Sinden and his sidekick assistant Mike O'Connell have a big
problem doing one thing: spendSee FOOTBALL on page 13
Maine's Devon Goree runs past Rhode Island's David Jamison on an interception return in the secing
money. Rather than open up
ond half of Saturday's game. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
the wallet and bring in high quality players, the B's prefer to pay
for second tier talent. That fact
has never been more evident than
The swelling emotion created efforts of a pair of Buckeye fresh- right now. Look at their record
ed with a thunderous ovation as
By Jim Leonard
with Burns at the helm. He probhe stepped back onto the ice by the crowd and the return of men. On Friday night, goaltender
Men's Hockey Reporter
felt like he was coaching a
Friday night for game one of a their coach was manifested in the Mike Betz turned away 58 Black ably
given night
play of the Black Bears. From Bear shots to keep his team in the junior team. On any
In a very special Homecoming two-game set with Ohio State.
Scott last season, the Boston Bruins
"I was grateful for that recep- the drop of the puck on Friday game. Fellow freshman
weekend reunion at the Alfond
their rosnight, Maine applied relentless May then stunned the capacity could have close to half
Arena, Maine hockey fans wel- tion," said Walsh.
ter filled with Providence Bruins.
Walsh had missed the first two pressure to the Buckeyes, out- crowd by scoring on a breakaway
comed back head coach Shawn
The team has not spent money and
overtime
in
left
seconds
48
with
94
Walsh. Signs were distributed weeks of the season while receiv- shooting them on the weekend
it shows up on the'ice.
victory.
3-2
a
OSU
give
to
of to 36.
round
his final
that read "Welcome Back ing
The season started out sour a
undaunted,
but
Disappointed
salonly
Yet UMaine could
Coach!" The arena was sold out immunotherapy treatment for
ago with the hold out of
year
vage a series split due taw
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both nights and Walsh was greet- kidney cancer in California.
goalie Byron Dafoe. The same
scenario hurt the team this year
with Joe Thornton, Sergei
Samsonov and Anson Carter all
holding out for more money. I
applaud Sinden and O'Connell for
refusing to pay outrageous prices
for potential. These three guys
could be great players, but until
they prove they are, they should
not be paid like great players.
Hard-line tactics are good to a
point, but the Boston front office
does not execute negotiations very
well. Carter still isn't signed and
will likely be traded.
Burns knew he would have a
hard time winning with the players on the roster last season and
made it clear how he felt: Once
Burns made his feelings known,
he was on the way out. Sinden did
take part of the blame for last
year's horrible season, but he felt
SCOTT
BY
PHOTO
CAMPUS
knee.
right
his
sails just below
Ohio State goalie Mike Betz makes a save during Friday night's game as the puck
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SHELTON.

Men's hockey team splits with Ohio State

